Abstract
Introduction
The maximum parsimony method of phylogenetic inference attempts to determine the evolutionary relationship among a set of organisms based on the fit of the data to the phylogenetic tree that requires the minimum number of changes (Fitch, 1971; Hartigan, 1973) . The input is a set of organisms each with an associated string of characters.
The string is a DNA sequence or an amino acid sequence. In these sequences, the most common evolutionary change is to substitute a character at a particular place in a sequence with another, but sometimes the change is an insertion or a deletion of characters. Therefore, it is necessary to align the sequences (Taylor, 1996) to ensure that characters at site k are evolutionarily homologous in all sequences. The algorithms in this paper assume that the sequences are already aligned.
A binary tree can be used to represent the evolutionary history of a set of organisms with their associated molecular sequences. Leaves represent the organisms and sequences of the data sets and internal nodes represent ancestral organisms and their sequences. For sake of simplicity, we work with only strictly bifurcating trees in which only two-way splits occur. The root corresponds to the first such split.
The maximum parsimony algorithms under discussion do not find the root of the phylogenetic tree, because the characters (nucleotide or amino acid) are unordered. Therefore, the algorithms represent a possible relationship among organisms with an unrooted binary tree. Each internal node has three neighbors. Each leaf corresponds to an organism from the input. For n organisms, there are (2n − 5)!! such trees, where (2n − 5)!! is the product of the odd numbers from 1 to 2n − 5.
In the parsimony method, each leaf of the candidate phylogenetic tree is labelled with the sequence of its organism. To understand the principle of maximum parsimony, assume that each internal node has also been labelled with some sequence, where all sequences have the same length. For each edge of the phylogenetic tree consider the labels associated with the nodes at each end. For each position k, assign a score of one if the two labels are different and a score of zero if they are the same (Fitch, 1971) . The discrepancy for the particular phylogenetic tree and the particular labelling is the sum of this score over all positions and over all edges. The discrepancy of a phylogenetic tree is the minimum discrepancy over all possible labellings of that tree. Under the maximum parsimony criterion, the phylogenetic tree with the least discrepancy is the preferred candidate for how the organisms are actually related to each other.
The best labelling for a particular phylogenetic tree can be determined in linear time (Fitch, 1971; Hartigan, 1973) . However, the problem of determining the best phylogenetic tree is NP-complete (Day et al., 1986; Graham and Foulds, 1982) . Branch-and-bound algorithms are normally used to find the optimum solution(s) (Felsenstein, 1993; Hendy and Penny, 1982; Kumar et al., 1993; Swofford, 1998) . For large problems, heuristic search methods are used (Felsenstein, 1993; Kumar et al., 1993; Swofford, 1998) . They provide speed, but do not guarantee finding optimal solutions. The methods proposed can be applied to either type of computation, but this paper concentrates on branch-and-bound algorithms.
Branch-and-bound algorithm
The basic form of branch-and-bound parsimony algorithms is now given. The input consists of a set of organisms, where each organism has a name and a sequence. The algorithm presented here retains this information in global variables. Many bookkeeping and efficiency details are omitted to help bring out the basic ideas. The variables with 'tree' in their name relate to partial phylogenetic trees (evolutionary trees for some subset of the organisms).
The main program is: Parsimony 1. Select the first three organisms and form current tree by joining those organisms into an unrooted binary tree (there is only one such tree). Set best cost to infinity.
Call Add organism(current tree)
The global variable best cost keeps track of the discrepancy of the best solution that has been found. The main program calls the following recursive routine.
Add organism(current tree)
A1. Set cost to Cost(current tree). 
A4. For each branch j in current tree
A4.1 Form tree by attaching organism i to branch j in a copy of current tree (creating a new internal node). A4.2 Call Add organism(tree).
The presentation of the algorithm leaves some details unspecified: which three organisms to select in Step A1, which organism to select in Step A3, and which order to try the attachment points in Step A4. The choices made have no effect on correctness, but they can have a major effect on running time. We consider two particular versions of the algorithm: one that uses a static sequence addition order, and the other that uses a dynamic order. The static order program is an improved version of the algorithm included in the first version of the MEGA program, which uses the Max-mini algorithm described in Kumar et al. (1993) . It is referred to as the static order program from now on. Similar algorithms are also available in the program PAUP* (Swofford, 1998) .
At
Step A1, both static and dynamic orders select the two sequences that have the largest number of differences in their sequences. They then select a third sequence which has the most positions where it does not agree with either of the first two organisms. This gives a high cost starting phylogenetic tree, which helps speed up the branch-andbound algorithm.
The most important difference between the static and dynamic orders is how an organism is selected in Step A3. In the static order, sequences are added to the phylogenetic tree in a fixed order. The dynamic search program recomputes the least-cost attachment point for each sequence each time and selects the sequence with the highest such cost. Ties are broken by selecting the organism with the highest second-least-cost, remaining ties are broken using third-least-costs, etc.
Step A4, each program would like to attach an organism to the point that results in the least increase in the cost, then to the one that results in the second least increase, etc. The dynamic search order program does precisely that. To save time, the static search program does the attachment-order calculation just once (the first time it tries to attach the organism) and then always uses that attachment-order for the organism in each branch of the search tree. Although both programs do calculations for unrooted phylogenetic trees, they use a representation rooted on the internal node of the initial three-node phylogenetic tree. This root has no biological significance, but its use simplifies the programming.
The running time of these algorithms is affected by the number of nodes visited during the search and by the time spent at each node. For the static order, the time per node is determined mainly by the time needed to compute the cost of current tree, which is done using the algorithm based on Fitch (1971) . A set of some of the optimum sequences is computed for each internal node. The calculation uses a sequence where each element is a set of characters rather than a single character. An upper bound on the time per node is proportional to the product of the number of positions (columns) in a sequence, the number of organisms in current tree, and to the number of different characters that occur in a column. Since only a small number of characters are possible at a position for molecular sequences (four for nucleotide sequences and 20 for amino acid sequences), the complete set of characters of a site at any node in the phylogenetic tree can be packed into one integer. Since the machine instructions (logical and, or, not, etc.) operate on the bits in parallel, this packing eliminated the last factor from the running time. At each call to the cost routine there has been only one change to current tree, so the static order saves time by redoing the calculation only for the nodes above that one place. Note that the computational speed can be enhanced further by using a byte rather than an integer when nucleotide sequences are used. For the purpose of this paper, all comparisons were done on integers since the main purpose of this paper is to explore the relative efficiencies of the fast algorithms for biological problems. (This resulted in the static program running at about half its normal speed on nucleotide sequences.) The dynamic and static search order programs treated the question mark character (used to indicate that a particular character was not known) and the minus character (used to indicate a deletion) differently. In order to ensure that all programs would be solving the same mathematical problem, all columns in the data that contained these character were removed (except for the column with a minus in the cytc data, which had no effect on the comparisons in the paper).
The dynamic algorithm computes for each node the set of all optimum sequences using an algorithm based on Fitch (1971) and Maddison and Maddison (1993) . From this information the cost of attaching a single organism at any point in the phylogenetic tree can be quickly computed. An upper bound on the time per node is proportional to the product of the length of the sequences, the number of organisms in current tree, and to the number of different characters in a column. Again, word parallelism is used to eliminate the last factor. The running time per node for the dynamic search order is several times larger than the running time for static order because additional information is computed. The dynamic algorithm does these calculations incrementally, so that only positions that might change are recomputed. The steps required to carry out this procedure has a good bit of overhead, but it nearly always saves time.
Dynamic search implementation differs from the static search implementation in one additional way. In the static search implementation, first an upper bound on the cost of the optimal solution is computed by using the Minmini heuristic search procedure (Kumar et al., 1993) . Then the Max-mini principle is used to determine the order in which the sequences will be added to the phylogenetic tree, which yields another upper bound on the cost of the optimal solution. The smaller of the two upper bounds is then used to initialize best cost. This initial upper bound was equal to the true value for 35 of the 47 cases studied. Computing this upper bound takes a negligible amount of time compared with the time taken by the branch-andbound search that follows. The dynamic search program has two passes. The first pass finds the cost of the optimum solution using the version of Add organism that sets best cost to cost − 1. The second pass initializes best cost to the cost of the optimum solution, and then finds all the optimum solutions. When the initial estimate of the cost is correct, using two passes is slower than using one pass; when the initial estimate is high, using two passes is sometimes much faster. Measurements indicated that using two passes was the better approach for the dynamic algorithm (but the dynamic algorithm did not start with a good initial estimate of the cost).
In the dynamic algorithm, we compare every sequence not in current tree with the union of the sequence sets at the two ends of each branch of current tree. An upper bound on the time for this step is proportional to the product of the number of organisms not in the phylogenetic tree, the number of organisms in the phylogenetic tree, the sequence length, and the number of different characters in a column. (Again, word parallelism eliminates the last factor.) This upper bound depends on the second power of the number of organisms whereas the upper bound for static search order depends only on the first power. However, those steps are performed only when the union of the sequence sets changes. This usually results in skipping the most time consuming step, and the measurements indicate that overall it takes about the same time as the rest of the process (rather than dominating the running time).
Single column discrepancy
The particular cost function used by the branch-andbound algorithm has a major effect on the running time. For correctness, all that is needed is: (1) that the cost function returns some lower bound for the cost of the best phylogenetic tree that can be obtained by adding organisms to current tree; (2) that the cost function returns the true cost when all the organisms are in current tree. To reduce the number of nodes in the search tree one wants the cost function to be as large as possible, but to be fast, one must balance the quality of the lower bound against the time required to compute it. If one could quickly compute a perfect lower bound, the number of recursive calls would be bounded by the number of solutions times the number of organisms, and parsimony would be extremely fast.
Traditionally, parsimony algorithms use the discrepancy of current tree as the cost function. Single column discrepancy increases that bound by adding a lower bound on the cost associated with those organisms that are not yet in the current phylogenetic tree. For each column one computes a difference set, the set of characters that occur among the organisms not in current tree but not among the organisms that are in current tree. The single column discrepancy is the sum over all columns of the number of elements in these difference sets. The cost for current tree is the sum of the single column discrepancy and the discrepancy of current tree.
The reason that single column discrepancy gives a correct lower bound is that each element in the difference set will add at least one to the cost of the phylogenetic tree when the associated organism is added to it. A column in an optimum labelling of current tree does not use any character from the difference set for that column. Once the organism associated with a character from the difference set is added, there must be an edge somewhere in the phylogenetic tree where one end is labelled with the character and the other end is not. Single column discrepancy measures this unavoidable cost.
In cases where there is not much evolution, single column discrepancy may lead to the exact cost of the optimum phylogenetic tree rather than just a lower bound on the cost. Suppose that for an optimum phylogenetic tree the following situation is true for each column of the data. For some character in the difference set, the organisms labelled with that character form a single phylogenetic subtree. When you delete that phylogenetic subtree, the same holds for the remaining characters. In this case, each deleted phylogenetic subtree makes no contribution to the discrepancy of the column. The attachment cost of the deleted phylogenetic subtree is one. Thus, the contribution of the organisms not in current tree to the discrepancy is exactly the same as the amount computed from single column discrepancy. We could ensure that the backtracking algorithm ran fast (in a time proportional to the number of solutions, the length of the data, and a small power of the number of organisms) if the partial phylogenetic trees that lead only to nonoptimum complete phylogenetic trees produced an estimated cost bigger than the optimum cost, but this does not always happen. The improvement from using single column discrepancy is usually large, but the method provides no guarantee of an improvement.
The paper by Foulds et al. (1979) contains the idea of single column discrepancy for the special case where current tree is empty. For the empty case one must reduce the result of the above calculation by the number of columns, because a one organism phylogenetic tree has no discrepancy. When current tree is empty, one organism can be added to it at no cost. In Foulds et al. (1979) there are also analyses which consider several columns together. To adapt those ideas to speeding up parsimony programs one must find a way to generalize the ideas and then implement them with low overhead. Increasing the cost estimate never increases the number of nodes in the search so long as the cost is used only to decide which parts of the search space to explore. The dynamic program, however, also uses the cost estimate to help decide which organism to add to current tree. In this case it is possible for the 'improved' cost function to lead to a poor selection and to an increase in the number of nodes, but it is rare for this to happen. (For this paper it happened in 3 of the 47 cases; each of the three cases took less than 1 s.)
In the static order program, the single column discrepancy calculation needs to be done just once. The time needed to compute it is extremely small. In the dynamic program it is done at every node, and the calculation is done incrementally. To help do the calculation quickly, for each column, counts are kept of the number of times that a character occurs in a column and of the number times that it occurs among the organisms not in current tree. The measurements reported below indicate that the time to compute the single column discrepancy for the dynamic program increases the average time per node by 37%. (The quantity that was averaged is the time divided by the product of the number of nodes, the length of the sequences, and the number of organisms.)
Measurements
To determine the effectiveness of single column discrepancy on real data, four programs (static and the dynamic search orders, each without and with single column discrepancy) were run on the 47 data sets described in the Appendix. The number of nodes in the search trees and the total running time (including the time for reading the input and the time for the dynamic program to print answers to a file) are given in Tables 1, 2 , 3, and 4. Most of the programs were run on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro processor running the Microsoft Windows 95 operating system. Some cases that needed a lot of memory were run on a computer with the same processor that was running Microsoft Windows NT, but the choice of the version of Windows used had no significant effect on running times.
The summary statistics are calculated on 36 of the data sets. The seq25 data set was excluded because the dynamic led to much larger apparent averages for the time per node statistics. The reported times are total elapsed times. Time entries have been rounded to the nearest hundredth of a second, but (in most cases) the actual values were used for the computations. In most cases nearly all of this time is that required to compute the set of optimum phylogenetic trees. For the problems that took less than a second, the time to input the data was significant. It could vary by a few tenths of a second depending on which order the runs were made. We took care to reduce this variation. For those few problems with a lot of output, the output time was significant. An extreme example is the Cytc22 data with the dynamic program using single column discrepancy. Approximately one solution was produced for each five nodes, and the program used about the same time formatting output as it did backtracking. A few cases were run more than once. Long times were usually repeatable to within 1%. Short times were usually repeatable to within one-hundredth of a second.
The cytochrome c data set (Table 3 ) was used extensively for developing the dynamic program. Only minor changes were made to the program after it was run on the other data sets. Improvements were made to the static program so that it could run larger data sets and to reduce its output time.
The data sets used in these efficiency computations were chosen on the basis of their usefulness in systematics studies in inferring long as well as short term evolutionary histories. For instance, the data sets for Table 2 were selected because they had a large number of organisms and are from widely used mitochondrial cytochrome b gene. All but the last data set in Table 1 are from 13 diverse vertebrate species for which complete mitochondrial genomes have been sequenced. The last entry is for 13 birds. Data in Table 4 is for mitochondrial DNA of humans from different geographic regions. Tables 2, 3 , and 4 show how the running times vary as a function of the number of organisms selected from the data set.
In most cases the total time was determined primarily by the product of the total number of nodes, the number of organisms, and the length of the sequence. The total time in microseconds divided by the product was 0.79 ± 0.19 (0.58 minimum, 1.45 maximum) for static order without single column discrepancy, 0.79 ± 0.20 (0.57 minimum, 1.56 maximum) for static order with single column discrepancy,
1.16 ± 0.35 (0.51 minimum, 1.85 maximum) for dynamic order without single column discrepancy,
1.57 ± 0.68 (0.64 minimum, 3.59 maximum) for dynamic order with single column discrepancy.
When the total time was small, the input time drove up the measured time per node, but this effect is not large since only cases that used at least 1 s were used to compute the averages. When the amount of output was large the output time also drove up the time per node, but this effect was also not important for most of the runs. The last two lines are roughly twice the size of the first two lines. This is associated with the fact that the labelling algorithm for the static algorithm has a single bottom up pass while the labelling algorithm for the dynamic algorithm has a bottom up pass followed by a top down pass, resulting in twice as much work. Greater use of incremental calculation in the dynamic algorithm saves a little time, but makes the program much more complex. Since the various programs have only moderate differences in their time per node, the running time needed by the various programs is determined primarily by how many nodes each generates when solving a problem.
For static search, the use of single column discrepancy leads to only a small improvement in the running time, and it never increases the time (by more than a few percent). The median factor of improvement was 1.4 and the maximum was 2.4. The fractional improvement tended to be larger for the larger problems. A measure that did not appear to vary systematically with problem size is ratio of the logarithm of the number of nodes. For static order, the average value of this ratio is 0.966 ± 0.023. Thus, if static search order without single column discrepancy generates N nodes, with single column discrepancy it will typically generate N 0.966 nodes. The actual improvement will vary greatly depending on the data set.
For dynamic search single column discrepancy leads to a bigger improvement. The median improvement factor was 2.9, the maximum was 18.2. The average ratio of the logarithm of the number of nodes was 0.838 ± 0.136 for the first pass and 0.892 ± 0.070 for the second pass.
It is also interesting to compare the number of nodes that these algorithms produce with that of a naive algorithm, one that generates all (2n − 5)!! candidate phylogenetic trees for n organisms. Since that number increases (slightly faster than) exponentially with n and since the number of nodes generated by the various algorithms also appears to increases exponentially with n, it is useful to compare the ratio of the logarithm of the nodes that the algorithm produces with the logarithm of (2n − 5)!!. The results for nodes on pass two are: The number of nodes generated by these various algorithms appear to increase exponentially with the number of organisms, but the coefficient in the exponent has been greatly reduced.
The sequences in Table 4 (various human sequences) are all closely related, a case where single column discrepancy is expected to be particularly effective. However, all algorithms run fast for this data, so single column discrepancy does not lead to large improvements in the running time. In part the improvement is small because Table 4 is based on DNA sequence data (the other tables are based on amino acid data) for which the alphabet size is just 4, and single column discrepancy is expected to be less helpful with small alphabets.
It is simple to adapt single column discrepancy to the version of parsimony where each column has its own weight. One just needs to use the weight when computing the contribution of the characters in the difference set.
It is more complex to adapt single column discrepancy to the version of parsimony where the cost of an edge depends on the characters that label the two ends of the edge. Basically, one would need to consider for each character in the difference set which character associated with current tree could be used for the cheapest attachment. While the idea is simple enough in principle, carrying it out would require major changes in the algorithms that we used.
Summary
A carefully done backtracking search can find the optimum parsimony trees much more rapidly than a complete search. The key idea needed to obtain a big improvement is to put the organisms into an order such that the most distantly related organisms are added to the phylogenetic tree first, so that the phylogenetic trees with just a few organisms already show most of the optimum cost. Using this idea with n organisms, reduces the running time by a factor of about e 0.62n (2.4 × 10 5 for n = 20), but the improvement varies a lot depending on particular data.
It is simple to add single column discrepancy to the basic backtracking algorithm. This improves the running time by a factor of about e 0.01n (1.2 for n = 20).
Adding single column discrepancy to a dynamic search order program improves the running time by a factor of about e 0.04n (2.2 for n = 20).
The question of whether or not it is worth using a dynamic search order is complicated. Using dynamic search along with single column discrepancy improves the asymptotic number of nodes by a factor of about e 0.05n (2.7 for n = 20) compared with static search without single column discrepancy. This is important for large n. On the other hand, the greater complexity of dynamic search increases time per node by about a factor of 2. The dynamic algorithm was the fastest for only 10 of the cases tested. These were many (but not all) of the cases that needed large amounts of time.
These results suggest that for even greater speed, one should consider algorithms that use a dynamic search order near the root of the search tree, but use a fixed order for the deeper levels. This approach should lead to a noticeable reduction in the number of nodes while not significantly increasing the time per node. Experiments are needed to verify that this approach works well in practice.
Saving time is not particularly important except when you are using a lot of it. The algorithms in this paper are particularly useful when n is large. They are also useful for smaller problems when doing a computationally intensive bootstrap analysis to assess the robustness of the inferred phylogenetic tree (Felsenstein, 1993) . The following gives a reference, a brief description, and a list of organisms for the data sources for the measurements. Refer to the reference for more details. We use the same organism names that the cited source uses.
When the data set name ends with a two digit number, various numbers of organisms where used. The nth set consists of the first n of the listed organisms. The first 13 data sets (Kumar, 1996; Nei, 1996; Russo et al., 1996) have the same list of organisms, so the list is given just once (under ndh6).
atp6: ATP subunit 6, mitochondrial (mt) amino acid sequence.
atp8: ATP subunit 8, mt amino acid sequence. ndh6: NADH subunit 6, mt amino acid sequence. Fin-back whale, Blue Whale, Cow, Rat, Mouse, Opossum, Chicken, African clawed frog, Rainbow trout, Loach, Carp, Lamprey, Sea Urchin. See (Kumar, 1996; Nei, 1996; Russo et al., 1996) for species names and the GenBank accession numbers for the complete mitochondrial genomes.
